Assaying the polyadenylation state of mRNAs.
The poly(A) tail present at the 3' end of most eukaryotic mRNAs can play a critical role in message translation and stability. Therefore, identifying alterations in poly(A) tail length can yield important insights into an mRNA's function and subsequent physiological impact. Here, we present three methods for assaying polyadenylation of a specific mRNA in the context of total cellular RNA. The first method described, oligo(dT)/RNase H-Northern analysis, is the classic labor-intensive assay for polyadenylation and is included for historical reference and as a potential experimental control for the poly(A) test (PAT) assays described subsequently. The PAT methods-rapid amplification of cDNA ends-PAT (RACE-PAT), and ligase-mediated PAT (LM-PAT)-are polymerase chain reaction-driven assays that allow speed, sensitivity, and length quantitation. The PAT assays can be conducted in a single day and can readily detect the poly(A) status of an mRNA present in subnanogram quantities of total cellular RNA.